COOL. IT'S LIKE ANONYMOUS Gossip.

I wonder who else was tagging?

I love kibitzing.

SEND... AND RECEIVE.

YOU'VE BEEN TAGGED!

THE TAG MATCH!
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AFTER REVELING IN ANTICIPATION FOR A FEW HOURS...

[A] Slob
[B] Great/good book!
[C] French fries and ice cream?
[D] Turn off ur cell phone
[E] Do you not understand how to queue?
[F] Doesn't seem to belong here

See All Tags

It's an organic history. It's you in the eyes of other people. It's frivolous. It's identity.

We can even build on this service to create more interactions...

People can improvise how they use it... perhaps a scavenger hunt in which the goal is to get strangers to tag you a certain way.

[PIRATE!]

First time traveller

Your tags go with you... create art that represents the people present.

Sir Jellicoe Geoffrey said, "Architecture is to make us know and remember who we are." Now we can display tags for denizens of building or neighborhood, creating a memory and identity for the space.
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